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EMERGING MANAGER CONNECT CONFERENCE 2016
On July 19 in New York City, a one-of-a-kind, single day networking event accessing the booming new space of emerging
fund managers in private capital.
As an Emerging Manager, you will connect with LPs with fresh capital to allocate to newer funds now; hear about how to
get your fund on its feet and ready for prime time in a hurry; and what the essential infrastructure is for funds who succeed
in outperforming and raising larger funds in their next round.

Tuesday July 19 - Panelist Agenda Highlights:

LP Panel 6: Behind The Curtain: The Real Reasons LPs Really
Passed On Your New Fund-But Won’t Tell You
Panelists: Jason Andris, Managing Director, Venture Investment Associates
Jason Andris is a Managing Director and Managing Member of the General Partner of Venture
Investment Associates, a manager of private equity funds of funds based in Peapack, NJ with
offices in Houston, TX and Palo Alto, CA. He is a member of the VIA's Investment Committee and has responsibilities across all
facets of the firm, including the management of relationships among the funds' private equity managers and its limited partners,
as well as, the identification and development of new relationships for the firm. Presently, he represents the Firm on over half a
dozen advisory boards.
Previously, Jason worked at Robertson Stephens and Co. (“RS&Co.”) as an Analyst in the investment banking group and
subsequently was promoted to Associate. He was involved in all facets of corporate finance and mergers & acquisitions
transactions working with many emerging growth companies and completing over a dozen transactions including the execution of
two private placements, with aggregate value totaling over $1.4 billion.
Following his time at RS&Co., he served as Manager of Financial Analysis and Planning with one of his investment banking
clients, Global Vacation Group, Inc. (NYSE: GVG, “GVG”), a consolidator of value-added travel services companies. With GVG,
he participated in the acquisition and integration of nine businesses, as well as two equity offerings, and oversaw treasury
investments, a share-repurchase program, and investor relations. His responsibilities also included reporting directly to the CEO
and CFO of the company, assisting them with general management responsibilities.
Jason received an A.B. in history with a minor in economics from Hamilton College, where he was elected to Phi Alpha Theta
history honor society. He received his M.B.A. from the Tuck School of Business at Dartmouth College. While at Tuck, he worked
with the Center for Private Equity in performing a survey and analysis of valuation practices in the private equity industry.
Separately, he researched the impact of secondary offerings and the end of insiders’ lock-up periods on companies’ stock prices.
Jason serves on the board of trustees of the Land Conservancy of New Jersey, the Lamington Conservancy, and the
Willowwood Foundation, for each of which he has held the positions of Vice Chair and Treasurer. He is the founder and chair of
the Friends of Hamilton Crew, member of the Peck School investment committee, and a Form Agent for St. Paul’s School. He
has also has served on various committees in Bedminster Township, including the Planning Board and the Farmland and Open
Space.

